Osteoporosis, associated with reduced bone mineral density and structural degeneration, greatly increases the risk of fragility fracture. A major challenge of volumetric bone imaging of the hip is the selection of regions of interest (ROIs) for computation of regional bone measurements. Here, we develop an MRI-based active shape model (ASM) of the human proximal femur used to automatically generate ROIs. Major challenges in developing the ASM of a complex threedimensional (3-D) shape lie in determining a large number of anatomically consistent landmarks for a set of training shapes. In this paper, we develop a new method of generating the proximal femur ASM, where two types of landmarks, namely fiducial and secondary landmarks, are used. The method of computing the MRI-based proximal femur ASM consists of-(1) segmentation of the proximal femur bone volume, (2) smoothing the bone surface, (3) drawing fiducial landmark lines on training shapes, (4) drawing secondary landmarks on a reference shape, (5) landmark mesh generation on the reference shape using both fiducial and secondary landmarks, (6) generation of secondary landmarks on other training shapes using the correspondence of fiducial landmarks and an elastic deformation of the landmark mesh, (7) computation of the active shape model. An MRI-based shape model of the human proximal femur has been developed using hip MR scans of 45 post-menopausal women. The results of secondary landmark generation were visually satisfactory and no topology violation or notable geometric distortion artifacts were observed. Performance of the method was examined in terms of shape representation errors in a leave-one-out test. The mean and standard deviation of leaveone-out shape representation errors were 2.27 and 0.61 voxels respectively. The experimental results suggest that the framework of fiducial and secondary landmark allows reliable computation statistical shape models for complex 3-D anatomic structures.
object region that can be seen from a point inside that region unobscured in all directions. Hildebrand et al. 17 formulated the 3-D structure model index, a pseudo-measure of global plate-to-rod ratio, based on the observation that, for plate-like structure, the rate of volume change with respect to thickness is different from that for rod-like structures. Feldkamp et al. 18 expressed the makeup of TB networks in terms of topological entities such as the 3-D Euler number.
There is histologic evidence confirming the relationship between the gradual conversion of trabecular plates to rods and increased fracture-risk. 19, 20 Kleerekoper et al. 19 observed lower mean TB plate density among individuals with osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures compared with BMD-matched controls without fractures. Recker 20 reported reduced trabecular connectivity among patients with vertebral crush fractures as compared to healthy controls with matching TB volume. Recent advancement in digital topology and geometry allows fully automated characterization of individual trabecular plates and rods, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] distinguishing between longitudinal and transverse trabecular structures, 13 and accurately computing trabecular thickness, spacing, [29] [30] [31] [32] and orientation. 13, 33 Major challenges in developing the ASM of a complex three-dimensional (3-D) shape lie in the determining a large number of anatomically consistent landmarks in the training shapes. Although, several research efforts [34] [35] [36] have been made along this direction, the challenges are not yet met. Here, we develop a new method of generating active shape model of a given 3-D anatomic shape, where two different types of landmarks, namely fiducial and secondary landmarks, are used. On a 3-D anatomic shape, often, several lines can be defined and manually located with high confidence and reproducibility. Such lines will be used to define fiducial landmarks. Using fiducial landmarks, a large number of secondary landmarks will be generated using a fully automated computational model.
METHODS AND ALGORITHMS
In this section, we present a new framework for computing an MRI-based ASM of the human proximal femur using the notions of fiducial and secondary landmarks. Although, the framework is applicable to any 3-D shapes, some of the steps of our method were designed to meet the specific challenges of generating MRI-based femur ASM. Following the guidelines by Cootes et al., 14 a shape instance " is represented as a vector defining an ordered sequence of landmark points, i.e. " = ",' , ",' , ",' , ⋯ , ",+ , ",+ , ",+ ,
. The generation of an active shape model requires a set of training shape instances derived from a shape family, e.g., the MRI-based human proximal femur bone. For the purpose of training, proximal femur bone surface of individual subjects are segmented from MRI. However, the most critical step in the training phase is to locate a large number of landmark points at anatomically consistent locations of individual bone surfaces. The complexity of this step is further enhanced for complex 3-D shapes such as the human proximal femur. In this section, we describe a framework to automatically locate the individual landmarks using the correspondence of a significantly reduced number of anatomic features, which can be reliably and reproducibly located on individual femur shapes. Such a reliable anatomic feature will be referred to as a "fiducial landmark line." The idea is to use the correspondence of fiducial landmark lines to warp a reference set of a large number of secondary landmark points on to a given training shape; the reference set of secondary landmark points is defined only once on one reference bone shape. Based on this principle, our method of computing the MRI-based femur ASM is accomplished in the following steps-(1) segmentation 37, 38 of the femur bone volume; (2) smoothing of the bone surface; (3) drawing of the fiducial landmark lines on each training shape; (4) drawing of the secondary landmarks on a reference shape; (5) landmark mesh generation on the reference bone shape using both fiducial and secondary landmarks; (6) generation of the secondary landmarks on other training shapes using the correspondence of fiducial landmarks and an elastic landmark mesh deformation; (7) computation of the active shape model using fiducial and secondary landmarks; and (8) validation. In the rest of this section, we describe the theory and algorithms for each of the above steps.
Segmentation and Smoothing of the MRI-Based Femur Bone Surface
The femur bone boundary was manually traced from MR images under the supervision of an expert radiologist on each axial image slice (Figure 1(a) ) using the Firevoxel (https://wp.nyu.edu/firevoxel/) graphical tool. The segmentation result of a proximal femur shape is shown in Figure 1 (b). Due to the limited image resolution of the hip MRI and slice-by-slice approach of manual outlining, the segmented femur bone suffered from digital staircase artifacts; see Figure 1 (b). It is important to eliminate such artifacts before drawing the landmark lines on the femur surface because such irregularities may add artifactual variabilities in the computed ASM. Here, we present a new algorithm to smooth a digital bone surface.
The new smoothing algorithm is developed along the principle of shape-based interpolation. 39 First, a signed distance transform is computed such that its magnitude represents the distance from the femur surface, while its sign indicates whether a voxel is inside (positive) or outside (negative) the femur volume. Next, a linear interpolation of the signed distance transform field is applied to generate a high-resolution isotropic image, which is followed by a smoothing step using a Gaussian smoothing kernel. Finally, the high-resolution femur bone volume with a smooth surface is computed by thresholding the smooth distance field at '0'. We will refer to this smoothing algorithm as a morphologic smoothing algorithm. The result of morphologic smoothing of the femur bone surface of Figure 1 (b) is shown in Figure 1 (c). For all subsequent steps, high-resolution smooth femur bone surfaces are used to generate the femur ASM.
Landmark Systems
Our method of generating landmarks on individual training shapes is accomplished in two steps-(1) location of fiducial landmarks based on reliable anatomic features and (2) generation of secondary landmarks based on the correspondence of fiducial landmarks. The fiducial landmarks are manually drawn on individual training bone surfaces as per a pre-defined reference of anatomic fiducial lines (blue lines in Figure 2 ). A prototype of secondary landmarks is manually defined on a reference shape, which is warped onto individual training shapes using the correspondence of fiducial landmarks.
2.2.1
The Fiducial Landmark System The fiducial lines are defined based on the anatomic features of the target shape family. Also, it is required that the fiducial lines divide the entire bone surface into multiple simply-connected regions. 40 Initially, a fiducial line is drawn as a curve on the bone surface. A fiducial landmark line (or, 'landmark line' in short) is generated by computing a sequence of a predefined number of equidistant fiducial landmarks on the landmark line. Let us assume that a shape is represented by fiducial landmark lines ' , / , ⋯ , 0 and generating regions ' , / , ⋯ , 3 . It may be noted that a region is bounded by a set of landmark lines; let Γ " denote the set of bounding fiducial landmark lines for the region " . A landmark line " is a sequence of fiducial landmarks ' , / , ⋯ , + 6 , where ' and + 6 are end-landmarks. In this paper, we use lowercase bold-face letters to denote a point or landmark. To ensure that the landmark lines divide the bone surface into topologically consistent regions, it is required that two landmark lines " and 7 intersect only at their end-landmarks, and an endlandmark is shared by at least three landmark lines. Fiducial lines and landmarks on a specific training sample are illustrated in Figure 2 . Fiducial lines were manually drawn on an MRI-derived smooth proximal femur bone surface to denote clinically important anatomic regions including the femoral head, neck, greater trochanter, and intertrochanteric region, which correspond to the most common locations of osteoporotic fractures in the proximal femur. Fiducial lines were also placed to divide complex regions into relatively simpler sub-regions facilitating robust elastic deformation during the generation of secondary landmarks. Fiducial landmarks were drawn on individual training shapes using a custom designed graphical user interface (GUI) developed in our laboratory to interactively locate fiducial landmark lines on the femur bone surface. Conventional GUI systems provide graphical interface functions to manipulate points, lines, and curves on a 2-D plane. Our custom designed GUI system, called a geodesic editor, 41 enables a user to directly interact on a geodesic surface facilitating landmark location on anatomic shapes. Also, the GUI facilitates the landmark generation process by assigning an identification number to each fiducial landmark line so that the correspondence of landmark lines among individual training shapes are maintained. Finally, the fiducial landmarks (points) are generated by uniformly sampling a predefined number of points on each fiducial line.
2.2.2
Secondary Landmark System A prototype of secondary landmarks is generated on a specific training shape referred to as the reference shape. The idea here is to warp the secondary landmarks on to individual training shapes using the correspondence of fiducial landmarks of the reference and specific training shapes. This step is crucial for reducing user time and more importantly for avoiding human errors in placing a large number of landmarks at anatomically consistent locations. An average shape from the training data set is chosen as the reference shape. To reduce the effects of the choice of the reference set, an iterative strategy similar to the approach proposed by Cootes et al.
14 is applied. The secondary landmarks are manually drawn on the reference shape at a quasi-uniform distribution. Finally, the landmark mesh involving both fiducial and secondary landmarks is computed using the geodesic Voronoi neighborhood and Delaunay triangulation approaches. 40, 42 The secondary landmarks and the landmark mesh on the reference training shape are shown in Figure 3 . Note that a secondary landmark belong to a specific region, say " ; we will refer " as the parent region of .
Generation of Secondary Landmark on Individual Training Shapes
As mentioned earlier, the secondary landmarks are not manually located on individual training shapes. Instead, the prototype secondary landmarks are computationally warped on a target training shape using the correspondence of fiducial landmarks and a geodesic spring mesh deformation method. In this section, we describe how to deform the prototype secondary landmarks of the reference training shape on to a target training shape. The method begins with an affine transformation on the prototype secondary landmarks, which is computed using the Procrustes analysis 43 and the correspondence among the fiducial landmarks of the reference and target training shapes. The results of the optimum affine TniE transformation on the prototype secondary landmarks is shown in Figure 4 . As observed from the figure, the residual distance between corresponding fiducial landmarks of the reference and target shapes are small for some regions, while the distance is large for certain regions. Also, the distance of secondary landmarks from the target bone surface may be large. The final alignment of the fiducial landmarks of reference and target training shapes and the mapping of the secondary landmarks on to the surface of the target shape is accomplished using a new geodesic spring mesh deformation method, where the landmarks deform under two forces-(1) spring-mesh force and (2) surface-distance force. Several challenges were observed while formulating the deformation process. For example, often, a situation occurs where a secondary landmark get closer to a region of the target surface that is different from its parent region, and therefore, the surface distance force pulls the concerned landmark in a wrong direction. A weak surface-distance force fails to pull the landmark mesh on to the target surface, while a strong surface-distance force prematurely pulls individual landmarks and arrests any further deformation under the spring mesh. Topology violation of the landmark mesh is another major concern during the deformation process. In the following, we describe our geodesic deformation method that overcomes these challenges.
Let " (0) denote a reference fiducial landmark after affine transform and " denote its location on the target shape surface. We use " ( ) to denote the location of " (⋅) during the deformation process. The entire deformation process is accomplished in two phases. During the first phase, each fiducial landmark " ( ) is gradually moved toward its target location " . Specifically, during an iteration of this phase, " ( ) is moved to " + " − " 0 / B , where B is the number of iterations for the first phase. After moving all fiducial landmarks during each iteration, the secondary landmarks are allowed to move and stabilize. During the deformation of secondary landmarks both spring-mesh and surface-distance forces are applied. To overcome the first challenge mentioned in the previous paragraph, different regions of the target bone surface are segmented using the minimum cost geodesic paths on the target bone surface through fiducial landmarks, and it is ensured that a secondary landmark is only pulled toward its parent region. A concept of 'cushion' is introduced in the formulation of surface-distance force to ensure that, during early stages of deformation, the landmark mesh can glide under spring mesh force inside the 'cushion zone,' while surface-distance force ensures that landmarks do not move far from the cushion zone. During the second phase of the deformation, the cushion value is gradually reduced pulling the landmarks on to the target surface, while escaping a premature halt of spring deformation due to seizure of a landmark on the discrete target surface mesh. In the following paragraph, we define different forces and the conditions for topology preservation. (a) (b) (c)
2.3.1
Spring Force The landmark mesh is modelled as a spring mesh system, where each edge represents a spring and each triangle represents an elastic surface that tends to maintain its original area. After the affine transformation of the reference landmark mesh, spring mesh is considered to be at its relaxed state. As the fiducial landmarks start moving, it perturbs the relaxed state. Here, we use to represent a time variable and = 0 right after the affine transformation of the reference landmark mesh. Let ( ) denote the current location of a secondary landmark, and let " ⋅ | = 1,2, ⋯ , be the neighboring landmarks (fiducial or secondary) of ⋅ , i.e., each " ⋅ is directly connected to ⋅ by an edge denoted as " ⋅ . The total edge spring force on the secondary landmark ( ) is defined as follows:
where is a spring constant and 6 Q is the unit vector from ( ) to " . Also, each triangle, say " | = 1, 2, … , , sharing the vertex asserts an area-defined force on ; let " denote the area of " at and U 6 (Q) denote the unit vector along the inner angular bisector of " at its vertex . The total area based elastic force on is defined as follow:
Finally, the total spring force on is computed by adding both edge-and area-based forces as follows:
spring , = edge , + XYZX , .
2.3.2
Surface-Distance Force A surface-distance force is applied on each secondary landmark to pull it on to the target bone surface. This force is defined by the distance between the landmark and the target surface. Let denote the projected point of the moving secondary landmark on its parent region in the target bone surface. The target surface is computationally represented as a discrete triangular mesh and the point is always projected at a vertex of the mesh. It introduces a discrete I, nature in the spring mesh deformation, especially, when the surface distance force is strong. Specifically, it stops a spring mesh to deform under the spring force system along the target surface. To overcome this challenge, we introduce a notion of cushion to simulative a surface-distance force-free zone around the target surface so that spring mesh can freely deform inside the cushion zone. The magnitude of the surface-distance force is defined as follows:
where, surface-distance is the surface-distance force constant; h ⋅ is a function that returns the input value when it is positive and zero otherwise; is the distance between the landmark and its parent region on the target surface; and is the cushion parameter. The orientation of the surface-distance force is defined so that the force applied along the inward or outward normal of the spring mesh surface toward reducing the distance between the landmark and its parent surface region on the training shape. However, it is difficult to define the surface normal for a mesh surface. Therefore, we use the unit vector Q from to the center of gravity of the neighbors. Let " | = 1,2, ⋯ , . Let k Q denote the unit vector from to the nearest point on its parent region . Finally, the direction of the surface-distance force surface-distance , is used as Q or − Q depending on whether Q . k Q is positive or negative.
The total force on a secondary landmark is defined as follows:
total , = spring , + surface-distance , = edge , + area , + surface-distance , .
Topology Preservation Constraints
During the deformation process it is necessary to constantly check that the mesh topology is not violated. During a mesh deformation a topology is violated when two independent mesh structures intersect each other. Two mesh structures are independent if their intersection is empty, i.e., they share no common structure. Different cases of topology violations may occur-(1) a vertex intersects an independent vertex, edge or triangle; and (2) an edge cuts through another independent edge or triangle. Topology violations caused by a vertex intersecting an independent mesh element are easy to visualize. An example of topology violation, where an edge cuts through another independent edge is shown in Figure 5 .
To avoid topological violations during mesh deformation, it is ensured that two independent mesh structures never come too close. Specifically, to check that a vertex (or, an edge ) does not come to the vicinity of another independent mesh structure, for each mesh triangle , we check the following two conditions: Figure 5 . An example where an edge ( " ) cuts through another independent edge to trigger a topology violation. Visible edges are shown in black while invisible edge are shown in light gray. The vertex " is on the other side of the independent triangle through which the edge " intersects and is not visible. It may be noted that both vertices and " may be significantly far from the intersection triangle, and therefore, may not be detected using the first condition of topology preservation. It may be noted that such cases of t topology violation is not frequent and easy to be overlooked. Condition 1. The distance between (or, ) and the plane q containing is larger than , and Condition 2. The projection q (or, q ) of (respectively, ) on q is more that distance away from .
A sufficiently small movement of does not cause mesh topology violation with respect to a triangle and the edge and vertices of , if any of the above two conditions holds for and all edges connected to . The distance threshold should be significantly greater than individual movement steps of mesh vertices. Since, the spring mesh deformation is defined by a force model, the possible movements of individual vertices may cover a wide range of distances. Therefore, we have adopted the following strategy. First, the displacement vector of a given vertex during an iteration is determined using the underlying force model. The application of computed displacement on is accomplished in / t number of subiterations, where ⋅ is the ceiling operator; t ≪ is the constant micro-displacement length applied during each subiteration. During each sub-iteration, a displacement of t / is applied on the vertex under the constraint of topology preservation.
Topology preservation checking is applied at the each sub-iteration, and it involves significantly involved computation with all mesh triangles, which is a large number; for example, the landmark mesh used for our experiments had 1712 mesh triangle. Therefore, an efficient implementation of topology preservation is needed to practically solve the deformation process. In our algorithm, a data structure as created to keep track of the set of independent mesh tringles spatially nearby to a specific vertex. Also, we keep track of cumulative displacements for each vertex since the last update of its nearby tringle data structure. Finally, this data structure for a specific vertex is updated after its cumulative displacement exceeds a threshold. 
Active Shape Model
Following the framework proposed by Cootes and Taylor, the mean and variation in an anatomic shape can be computed after eliminating the pose variations among training shapes through the Procrustes method and then performing a principal component analysis (PCA) to capture the nonlinear shape variation among training shapes. Let us assume that the shape of a bone surface is represented by landmarks. Thus, a femur shape requires a 3 dimensional vector and an active shape model of a femur is expressed by the following equation:
where is a shape instance; is the mean shape; is a matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to largest eigenvalues computed using the PCA of training shapes after eliminate pose variations using the Procrustes method; and is a dimensional vector representing the shape-control parameters.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The method was applied on hip MR scans of 45 post-menopausal women. The results of secondary landmark generation were visually satisfactory and no topology violation or notable artifacts were observed. Results of intermediate steps of secondary landmark generation on a target training shape at different cushion of FDT-based surface force are shown in Figure 6 . The gradual change in the cushion value of the surface distance transform slowly pulls the secondary surface mesh on to the target surface without adding any distortion artifacts in the deformed landmark mesh. The landmark representations of all 45 training shapes were used to generate an MRI-based shape model of human proximal femur bone. The PCA of the vector representations of the 45 landmark shapes were performed after affine alignment of the shape using the Procrustes method to eliminate linear pose variation as suggested by Cootes et al. A total of nineteen effective eigenvectors or shape variation modes corresponding to the largest nineteen eigenvalues were selected to define the MRIbased human femur shape model. Variations of femur shapes due to the changes in the first three shape modes are illustrated in Figure 7 .
To test the effectiveness of the computed femur shape model, a leave-one-out test was conducted and an error analysis was performed as described in the following. Let ' , / , ⋯ , |} denote the 45 training shape vectors derived from the 45 MR images used in our experiment. For the leave-one-out test, 45 different leave-one-out active shape models ' , / , ⋯ , |} were computed, i.e., " was computed from the 44 training shapes ' , / , ⋯ , "€' , "h' , ⋯ , |} excluding the training shape instance " . The best-fit representing of " captured by " was computed by finding the nearest point projection "
• of " on to the shape subspace of " represented by its shape matrix after adjusting for the linear pose variation of " ; let "
•• denote the linear pose adjusted representation of " . Finally, the error of " in capturing the shape instance " was computed as the Euclidean distance between "
• and " •• in the 3 dimensional shape space; note that is the total number three-dimensional landmarks used to represent a femur shape.
The max values of the shape representation errors observed in the leave-one-out test was 0.6mm, while the mean and standard deviation of errors were 0.34mm and 0.09mm, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
An MRI-based shape model of the human femur bone has been developed. The framework of fiducial and secondary landmark allows reliable computation of statistical shape models for complex 3-D anatomic structures. Automatic generation of secondary landmarks using the correspondence of primary landmarks and the geodesic elastic deformation of landmark mesh is feasible, and it effectively improves the efficiency as well as the anatomic spatial correspondence of landmarks among individual training shapes. The notion of cushion values in FDT force computation allows to gradually pull the secondary landmark mesh on to the target femur bone surface while avoiding any geometric distortion of secondary landmark mesh caused by premature pulling of a landmark on to the target surface and arresting any future deformation of the associated mesh. Also, a novel morphological smoothing algorithm is presented to effectively smooth a femur bone surface reducing digital stair case artifacts caused by relative low resolution of femur bone MRI. Currently, we are advancing this method to automatically generate target regions of interest in individual femur bone shapes. This application will largely reduce expert human time and subjectivity errors in cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.
